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ABIGAIL NEWS UPDATE 2020
We had wondered if our latest trip to Kenya in
September 2019 would be our last! Little did we know
the devastation that was about to hit the world and we
would not have a choice as to whether or not we would
return in 2020! Surely this is a wake-up call to us all.
We do not know what lies ahead, but we can trust in

the One Who knows everything and place our lives in
His hands and know we are secure whatever happens.
We were delighted to be accompanied on that trip by
our daughter Beccy and our grand-daughter Rachel.
They tell their own stories inside.

Effects of Covid-19 in Kenya
Kenya was put into lockdown before we were
in UK, even though there was no sign of the
virus there at the time. There was also a curfew
imposed between 7pm and 5am (the regular
hours of darkness in Kenya). This was primarily
to prevent crime. Consequently, the country
hasn’t been badly affected by the virus itself,
with only 1000 confirmed cases and 100
deaths but the effects have been devastating to
the poor who are always the ones who suffer

most! People have lost their jobs, there has
been no furlough system of course and no
state benefits. Mothers have had to go round
begging for food, many of them resorting to
prostitution in desperation. The men pay them
200Ks – £1.50! These situations are common
in Kenya at present. Anne reported to us that
recently a man was pleading on television for
anybody who wants them to take his children
because he can’t feed them! The disease itself

has barely touched Kenya, but the effects and
consequences of lockdown are devastating.
Anne, ‘Mam’ at New Hope is exhausted. She
says ‘the work continues, although it feels like
we're just starting.
GOD WILL SURELY PROVIDE WHATEVER
WILL BE NEEDED, INCLUDING ENERGY.
No need to worry---I tell myself.’

Beccy names a new calf

Beccy and Rachel

Beccy and Josie happy to meet again

Beccy – After Seven Years!
It’s been a long time since I’ve walked these
paths, smelled these smells, seen these people.
Too long. But the changes I’ve seen made it
worth the wait! New Hope had the familiar
feel. It feels so alive, so active, even with many
of the children away at school. Last time I was
there, the children were EVERYWHERE!!! It
was quieter with them at school this time, but
it was amazing seeing the baby unit, which
had been built since I was last there. The
amount of children catered for, now of all
ages, is phenomenal and really quite awe
inspiring. And the Villages, oh the Villages!
The welcome we got brought a tear to my
eye, the joy these homes have brought to the

families is physically tangible, it’s oozing out
of them! As for SEED School, it’s grown, a lot!!
New buildings everywhere, and now there’s
dorms!! (Didn’t hang around in the boys’ one
too long!!). The water tank is working great
and the classrooms are increasing. But most
exciting of all was the clinic. Last time I saw it,
it was a shell, no roof, just some walls. Now
it’s a fully functioning medical centre!! It’s
being used by the community and providing
that desperately needed medical support they
need in the local area. I managed to help one
lady while I was there too, bit of a bus man’s
holiday! Tricky with the language barrier, but
truly wonderful to see it in action.

Rachel gardening at AHCC

Sharing this visit with Mum, Dad and Rachel
was amazing. Watching Mum and Dad doing
their thing, and seeing Rachel witness first
hand what she’s heard so much about, was
a privilege. Seeing the effect Abigail Ministries
has had on all these people’s lives was
incredible and I think the big gap between
visits made this even more impactful. Many
many of these people may not be here if it
weren’t for AM and Mum and Dad’s passion
and dedication to help them and guide them,
and it was a real honour to hear it and see it
for myself once more.

Rachel happy with Happy!

The lab at AHCC

Rachel – My First Visit To Kenya
Arriving at the Abigail projects was exciting as I had never been before
yet had heard so much about them. However, what overtook my
excitement was the admiration I had for all the people that lived, and
were involved in, these projects. Anne, the team and all the children
at New Hope inspired me with their love and commitment to one
another. Not only were some names (Happy) such a perfect example
of their environment, but so was their enjoyment of each day,
together, as one big family.
Shena’s Village was the perfect lesson for anyone wanting to learn
about true community living!! We were given such a welcome - being
met before we even got there! It was lovely to see the gratitude for all
the amazing developments and, more importantly, their attribution to
God for everything they had received.

I also had the chance to visit the newly opened clinic. I felt honoured
to be able to get stuck in and help with some of the decorative aspects
of it as well as so encouraged by the way that they were serving the
local community so well! It was evident through visiting those that
could not leave their homes how selflessly this was done. It was great
to see how appreciative the people were of relationships built over the
years. Particularly those with the nutrition ladies. I found myself
overwhelmed with how loyal they were to one another, and their
determination to live, loving and serving each other now having all
they had learned.
I had a wonderful time on my trip and felt really challenged about my
own gratitude, and attitude, towards others as well as having lots of fun
and laughs with all the people I met, including new additions to the
Abigail family!!

NEW HOPE CHILDREN’S CENTRE
Abandoned Babies

Another consequence of the coronavirus crisis is Kenya is the number of babies being abandoned.
New Hope have received several babies over recent weeks which have been brought to them by
people who have found them in various conditions and circumstances. One baby who has been
called CALEB was only one day old. His umbilical cord was badly cut and he was in danger
of serious infection. He spent 5 days in hospital before taking up residence at his new home
at New Hope where he is thriving with the loving care and attention he is receiving there.
BABY ROSE is another new arrival at New Hope. She was 3 months old.
Caleb and Rose are two of the fortunate ones. Out of desperation and hopelessness, many mothers
are killing their babies before committing suicide.
Baby Caleb

Joy For The Little Ones at New
Hope in The Midst of The Pandemic
A little girl in UK, Elizabeth, was concerned about the children in Kenya and decided
she wanted to give them something to make them happy so she saved up some of her
pocket money and sent it to New Hope to buy toys. These brought enormous
excitement and happiness to the children there.
New Toys!!

A Timely Donation

Another of our sponsors sent a substantial gift to New Hope during this time, enabling them to
replace worn out, stained, uncomfortable mattresses with better quality, high density ones. They
were also able to install guttering which we know from personal experience was greatly needed
having spent many sleepless nights at NH listening to rain gushing down unhindered on to lower
corrugated roofs!! The rain is now being directed and ‘harvested’ into tanks with taps providing the
children with important washing facilities for hygienic purposes after using their outdoor toilets! The
children have taken this very seriously, spurred on by information about the dangerous virus! With
the remaining donated money, much needed food was bought to help feed the ever-hungry children.
Delighted with their new mattresses

Burning Hearts and Bible Buds
Due to social distancing and the lack of
technology in most homes, the Burning
Hearts Bible Studies have not been held over
the past few months. Sadly, one of our faithful
Bible Study leaders died tragically a few
weeks ago. Her death was very sudden and
she was 6 months pregnant. She leaves
behind her husband and 2 young children.
Our thoughts and prayers go out to them. The
various groups in Seiyo have, however, kept

in contact through prayer chains and hope to
resume the Bible Study groups soon. We have
just heard that with the easing of lockdown in
Kenya, the New Hope Burning Hearts Group
are planning to recommence as the ladies can
now assemble (responsibly!) at New Hope itself.
However, the little ones who are resident at
New Hope have not missed out! They have
been introduced to Bible Buds and have been
enthralled as they have watched and listened.

This is a new UK evangelistic resource for
Toddlers Groups due to be launched in
September here in Britain. Puppets and other
props are used to illustrate and help children
understand Bible stories and get to know
‘Daddy’ God. Judging by the reaction of the
children in Kenya, this will be a valuable
resource for Toddlers Groups everywhere.
(More information about Bible Buds can be
found on www.biblebuds.co.uk)

SHENA’S VILLAGE
Esther
At the end of January, Anne found 4 children sitting on the railway line.
When she asked why they were not in school they just stared at her, too
afraid to talk. On making enquiries, Anne discovered their mother Esther
left them alone every day to go looking for work. She is a single parent;
her husband having abandoned the family because he was unable to
provide for them. Esther rented a small room but was having difficulty
paying for it, and so was being threatened with eviction. She was only
15 when she gave birth to Mary, now 11, who has serious mental health
problems. The other children are aged 9, 7 and 2 and since being
discovered that day, Esther has given birth to another baby boy!!! Happily,
in recent weeks, a house has been built for them in a nearby village, and
the family is being supported by New Hope and AM. One of our sponsors
whose sponsored boy sadly died recently is now kindly sponsoring Mary
to go to a special needs school. The two middle children are enjoying
attending the NH primary school.
Esther’s railway line children

Benjamin and Grace
Benjamin and Grace were living in a small
shack with their 4 children. Benjamin may
look like an old man but he is in fact only
42 years old! His life has been tough and got
even tougher recently due to the Covid-19
crisis. With no work available, Benjamin
could not pay his rent or buy food. Life
became impossible when the landlord threw
them out of their shack on to the streets
where their few remaining belongings which
Benjamin & Grace at their new home in Shena’s Village

they had managed to take with them were
stolen. Grace was vainly trying to breast feed
her 3-year-old, but of course, this also failed
and so he was crying incessantly. After
sleeping in the open for some time, the
destitute, starving family arrived at NH
looking for help. We are delighted that one
of the houses in Shena’s Village had just
become vacant a few days previously and
so they were able to move in immediately.

Abigail Health Care Centre (AHCC)
Julius, who cleaned the AHCC windows after
construction, was very sick with stomach
ulcers. He was brought in for the night,
treated and stabilised by Silas, the newly
appointed Clinical Officer and asked to report
back in the morning. He came back and
stayed in the Observation Room, but his
situation worsened, and he was rushed to
Hospital, where he stayed for a week. He is
now back home healthy and strong. He called
the following day to say thank you!

Two years old! Time has flown since the
licence to operate was issued and since then
100’s of people, young and old have been
helped and lives protected and saved. Babies
born, vaccinations given and blood tests
taken and tested on-site to determine cases
of malaria, typhoid etc.
AHCC is 7Km from a tarmac road, and a
further 15Km to the nearest alternative facility
at Ngeria. AHCC has therefore been a great
blessing to the rural community.
The local road is VERY rough with multiple
shapes of camber, potholes and large rock
like stones protruding through the thin layer
of murram. Murram is a type of soil that bakes

hard and is used extensively on rural roads
but does wear away to leave just the stones!
Motorbikes are the only affordable mode of
transport on these local rough roads and with
reckless drivers AHCC is kept busy tending
casualties. Most require treatment for minor
accidents. One of Seed School teachers
required several stitches in a split lip and
there have been numerous fractures.
Three other incidents show the range of need
and the potential to save lives because of
AHCC being in the rural area and due to its
care and professionalism, which is recognised
by the Main Moi Referral Hospital in Eldoret
some 40Km away.

Another person was injured at the nearby
milk processing factory being built in the rural
setting. He was bleeding seriously and dizzy
by the time he arrived at AHCC on a
motorbike. After receiving appropriate
treatment, he was sent home. At his check-up
the next day, his words were, “I do not know
what would have happened to me if it was not
for this hospital - AHCC. Could I really have
arrived at Ngeria or Eldoret town alive”?
A girl from the local secondary school had an
asthma attack and rushed to AHCC within ten
minutes and given appropriate treatment!
Such was the serious nature of her condition,
that all realised that if there had been no
AHCC, she would have died before reaching
Ngeria, the next nearest health Centre!
God is blessing Seiyo community with AHCC
but do pray on for early registration for
Kenyan National Health Insurance approval,
which is essential to enable AHCC to be
self-sufficient, as Abigail Ministries cannot
continue much longer funding salaries for
six staff!

Support
I would like to support the work of Abigail Ministries:
By giving a one off donation .................................................................. £
By giving a regular gift of ....................................................................... £
(Please send me a Standing Order Form)
Name:

Tel No:

Address:
Postcode:
(Please make your cheques payable to Abigail Ministries)
I am an eligible tax payer, please Gift Aid my donation.

THANK YOU TO ALL OUR GENEROUS SPONSORS, REGULAR DONORS AND ALL OF YOU WHO
ARRANGE SPECIAL EVENTS OR DEDICATE YOUR OWN SPECIAL CELEBRATIONS TO ABIGAIL
MINISTRIES. THANK YOU ALSO FOR YOUR PRAYERS AND ENCOURAGING WORDS WHICH
SUSTAIN US THROUGH THE YEARS.
Baby Caleb

Seiyo
The Covid-19 pandemic has had a very negative
impact on the lives of the nutrition ladies. Due
to the children being home from school, the
little food they harvested has been consumed
within the family, leaving none to be sold for
income. Neither have they been able to preserve
the seeds for future planting. Crops had already
been devastated by the recent locust swarms so
the farming situation was critical for our friends
in Western Kenya. Casual work is nowhere to be
found. The ladies have had to sell the chickens
we provided for them to buy food for their
families, but over the two months of lockdown,

the supplies of food have run out. Now they
have neither chickens nor food!

Domestic violence has increased
as a result of the situation.
With the extra funds Abigail Ministries sent,
Grace was able to buy them some food and soap.
Happily, they do look out for each other, and
when they heard that a lady who had given birth
three weeks earlier had hardly eaten since, some
asked the Chief for permission to break
lockdown and take some of their meagre
supplies to give her. Needless to say, the lady
wept when she received the food!
The new Mum who hadn’t eaten since the birth

Schools and Education
Early lockdown meant all schools, universities
and colleges were closed and children returned
to their parent’s homes. High school and
primary children could follow a teaching
programme via TV from Kenya Institute of
Curriculum Development and also through apps
on mobile phones but for the poor and those

Grandma Margaret

living in rural areas, like SEED SCHOOL, this
was impossible. Grace describes the situation as
a nightmare! Our sponsored children have no
access to transmission so she had to upload and
send them hard copies. Grace says without the
laptop and printer AM supplied this would have
been impossible. She was able to negotiate with
one motorbike owner to distribute the papers

Nelly

but both he and the papers had to be sanitized
before collecting and delivering them. Like here,
sanitizers were hard to find and of course, many
of the children have no furniture or facilities at
home for doing their homework! Schools will
not resume until September at the earliest, which
means the children are not getting food either.

Milkah and children

Extra Funds.
We have been privileged to be able to send extra funds to help the families
living in the communities we know. This includes the slum area of
Dagoretti where some of you may remember we used to work. Although
we no longer have connections with the Daylove Project, we have
continued to support several Grandma’s who were raising their
grandchildren orphaned by AIDS. Women living in the slums, the Villages
and in the rural communities have all expressed their gratitude with

singing, dancing and even screaming we are told!!! All are thankful to God
for this great blessing He has showered on them during their time of crisis.
The extra funds have helped them buy food, seeds to plant, to pay rent or
even prevent them returning to their lives of prostitution to which many
other less fortunate mothers have sadly felt the need to do in order to feed
their children. We thank God for this.
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